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Norman Robbins
Nachmiel ben Natan v’Hanna

July 27, 1915 - February 12, 2007

In the opening chapter of this week’s Torah portion, parshat Terumah, from the Book of
Exodus, God commands the Jewish people to asu li mikdash v’shachanti b’tocham – build Me a
sanctuary that I may dwell among them.”

When I first entered rabbinical school 16 years ago, the dean of the rabbinical school,
Rabbi Elliot Dorff, told each of the entering rabbis, whether we were married or not at the time,
that he expected each of us to have four children in order to do our share to stem the declining
Jewish birth rate.

There is no doubt that with NINE children, ELEVEN grandchildren and ELEVEN great-
grand children, Norman Robbins (with Nora’s help of course) did EVERTHING in his power to
reverse the Jewish demographic dilemma. Norm Robbins was modern day Jewish hero. God tells
Moses and the children of Israel to build a sanctuary. Norm does it one better. Not just a
sanctuary, Norm single-handedly tried to build the entire Jewish people.

Norman inspiration for large, Jewish families must have come from his parents Anna and
Nathan Rabinowitz. Of Ukrainian and Romanian heritage, Norman’s first generation American
parents built a family of 14 children in Rochester, New York, where Norman was born on July 27,
1915. Of those siblings, brothers Jerry and Ephram and sisters Sylvia and Shirley are still alive
today, but unfortunately not healthy enough to travel to be with us today.

In a perfect situation, Norman had the intelligence and the drive to become a doctor. But
with 13 siblings and two parents to feed, and with Norman graduating high school smack dab in
the middle of the Great Depression in 1933, Norman had to go directly to work. If Wilmington is
the town that DuPont built, then Rochester was the town that Kodak built. Norman’s first job
was working on the machines of the Kodak Company. Unfortunately the oil which lubricated the
machines triggered an allergic reaction for Norman. So Norman began to sell furniture. Asu li
mikdash. Make for Me a sanctuary, commands God. Norman was not a builder of sanctuaries
but rather a builder of businesses. He worked very hard to put food on the table for his nine
children. By the end of his career, he managed not one, not two, but three furniture stores in
Wilmington.

Norman met Norma in Rochester back in 1938. She had a twin named Betty and at first
Norman used to spend time with both sisters. Eventually he had to make up his mind. Norman
chose Norma and they were married in 1939. Betty was never blessed with biological children of
her own, so one has to stop and wonder about the choices we make. Norma was the mother of
nine. Had Norman chose the other twin things might have been very different. They were
married for 45 years, when Norma died back in 1984. Norman was blessed to have the
companionship of a special lady friend named Sylvia in the last years of his life.

Due to a rare childhood bone disease suffered by one of his daughters, Norman and
Norma chose to move their family from Rochester to Philadelphia, which at the time, offered the
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very best care in pediatric medicine. In time, Norm went to work for a furniture store in
Wilmington, and the family moved to Claymont. V’asu li mikdash...and make for Me a
sanctuary...Norm set about making for God a family, a big, sprawling, Jewish family. In birth
order: there was Bob, then Joyce, then Sandy, then Rene, then Ilene, then Mark, then Bryan, then
Sheri, and finally David. Bob, the eldest, said the best word to describe their home was
“mayhem”, pure and utter mayhem. But we mustn’t think of mayhem as something negative. On
the contrary, on any given night in the Robbins’ home there would be 15 for dinner. Norma and
Norman of course, plus nine kids, plus the given extra friends who would naturally gravitate to
the Robbins’ home, because that, afterall, was where all the action was to be found.

Norman worked very hard to put food on the table. He would be pull out of the house
every day by 6 a.m. When he came home he wasn’t necessarily the most pleasant of fathers.
Sometimes there was more yelling than the kids would have preferred. But to Norman’s credit,
he spent every dollar he earned for the upkeep of his family. And he always worked hard.

Asu li mikdash v’shachanti b’tocham...Build for me a sanctuary that I may dwell among
them. While undergoing extensive rebuilding and renovation in its traditional home of 18th Street
and Baynard Blvd., Congregation Beth Shalom is meeting for this year in the Jewish Community
Center auditorium for Shabbat services and in the Albert Einstein Academy prayer space for
Morning Minyan. A minyan, as many of you know, is a quorum of ten Jewish adults needed for
communal prayer. On most days this month, the word minyan has been a misnomer as we have
averaged more like four to seven adult Jews for morning services. Without making our minimum
ten, we were unable to recite the Mourner’s Kaddish, which we are duty bound to recite on the
yarhztzeit, anniversary of the death, of our closest of kin.

This was not the case in Norm’s day. He knew what was needed to keep his congregants
coming to Morning Minyan. Norm kept them coming with the sumptuous breakfasts he would
provision after Morning services. He even received a plaque of appreciation from Congregation
Beth Shalom for his culinary efforts, all in the service of the Almighty. I understand that Norman
was also very competent in leading the Morning Minyan in prayer. He knew the order of the
service impeccably. Now it is true that Norman was very particular in the melodies that he chose,
and that the odds were often that no one else in the Minyan knew the melodies Norman had
chosen, but that did not seem to phase Norman one bit. He just kept on singing and praying.

Norman did not necessarily have the easiest of personalities. In later years, Norman’s
eldest son, Bob, would take his dad out for breakfast every morning in Florida. Bill often found it
better to pre-tip the waitresses even before they sat down at the table in order to cover the verbal
abuse which Norman might dish out. “What, you can’t put a napkin on the table” or “what does a
man have to do to get a glass of water around here?!” – Norman would be liable to bark out at
the unsuspecting waitresses. But in time, Norman broke these waitresses in, and some even found
Norman’s gruffness endearing. He was certainly memorable.

Up until the end of his life, Norman was calling the shots. When his doctor suggested the
placement of a feeding tube or a feeding port to help Norman with his food aspiration problems,
Norman refused. This was not how Norman wanted to finish his days. Unfortunately, Norman
did eventually aspirate his food resulting in pneumonia. He was 91 when he passed away.

From a person’s life we learn both what to do, and also what NOT to do. Norman is our
teacher. From Norman, we learn that we must strive to be more loving and patient with our
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children, that we must balance work time with family time, and that we should be mindful of our
tone of voice, and try to be as positive as possible. But the Hebrew phrase: asu li mikdash, build
for Me a sanctuary, so richly celebrates all that Norman built. First NINE children, eleven
grandchildren and eleven great-grandchidren is a most amazing accomplishment. As a
consequence of having so many children, Norman had to work very hard all his life, and the family
was never well-off. But with each child, Norman strengthened the Jewish people; with each child,
their children, and their children’s children each having the potential to make the world a better
place.

And finally, as the Rabbi of Congregation Beth Shalom, I am grateful for Norman’s efforts
to sustain the Morning Minyan with daily preparations of breakfast following service. AS the
ancient rabbis said 1,800 years ago in the great wisdom text, Pirkei Avot: “Ain kemach, ain
Torah...without food there is NO Torah.” He was well-known by his fellow congregants, and his
melodies were memorable if not always user-friendly.

May Norman’s family be inspired to strengthen Jewish life in the communities in which
they live, and may they also be inspired to speak to their children and grandchildren with kindness
and patience.

Zichorona l’bracha...may his memory be for a blessing.


